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AMERICAN MEDICAL RESPONSE 
Summary of Tentative Agreement 

Dec. 20, 2021 
 

Your negotiating team recommends a YES vote! 
 

 

Your WSNA negotiating team has reached a tentative agreement with AMR on a new three-year contract. This 
agreement includes highly competitive annual raises over the next three years for both full-time and per diem nurses, 
makes several improvements to the wage scale, increases differentials and extra-shift bonuses, lowers employees’ 
share of health insurance premiums, improves vacation accrual, plus other benefits. Through a side agreement, it also 
establishes generous sign-on and referral bonuses. This agreement also includes NO takeaways. Your bargaining team 
worked hard and fought for the best contract possible. We encourage you to review the summary of changes below 
and recommend that you join us in voting to ratify this agreement and the many improvements it provides. 
 

SUMMARY OF CHANGES 
 

ANNUAL RAISES: 
 

• Total wage increases of 14.5% over three years 
• 5.5% increase in January 2022 
• 4.5% increase in January 2023 
• 4.5% increase in January 2024 
• Note: Your negotiating team pressed hard to get the maximum annual raises possible, particularly in the first 

year of the contract. We are satisfied that no money was left on the table. These raises are highly competitive 
among RNs in Washington. When increased premiums and shift bonuses, and lower employee contributions 
for health insurance are considered with these annual raises, we believe this package is very competitive and 
will be a significant improvement for full-time (and any future part-time) nurses. 

 
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE WAGE SCALE: 
 

• Creates increases at every step and nurses will move up one step every year, effective January 2023 
• Currently, there are several steps with no increase, and nurses at step 22 and higher only move up one step 

every two years. Beginning in 2023, the scale will be adjusted to fill in those empty steps and nurses will move 
up one step every year. The filled-in steps will be halfway between the step below and the step above. To 
illustrate how this will work, consider this example over the life of the contract: 
 

Step Current Annual 2022 (5.5% raise) 2023 (4.5% raise) 2024 (4.5% raise) 
15 $113,140.70 $119,363.43 $124,734.78 $130,347.84 
16 - no increase - - no increase - $125,617.35 $131,270.13 
17 $114,741.77 $121,052.56 $126,499.92 $132,192.41 

 
• Adds steps 28, 29, and 30 at 1% between steps, effective January 2024 
• These additional steps will make the AMR pay scale more competitive at the top end and improve retention. 

The new steps will be 1% apart to stay consistent with how far apart the other steps will be after making the 
change noted above. Nurses who have been at step 27 for one year or longer will be moved to the new step 
28 in January 2024, to step 29 the next year, and step 30 the year after. 
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• Note: AMR resisted adding steps 28–30 under any circumstances, but your bargaining team fought hard to 
get this change into the contract. This isn’t the way we preferred to make this change, but it is the only way 
AMR would accept. 

 
PER DIEM RATES: 
 

• Total increase to the per diem rate of $6.90 per hour (14.4%) over three years 
• Per diem rate will be increased to $51.00/hour in January 2022 
• Rate will be increased again to $52.75/hour in January 2023 
• Rate will be increased to $54.75/hour in January 2024 
• Note: Your bargaining team proposed, but AMR would not agree, to apply the same annual raises to per diem 

and full-time nurses. AMR’s proposal was for no increase in the second year for per diems. We were successful 
in obtaining higher increases for per diems and an increase in every year. Per diems will receive very nearly 
the same total percentage increase as full-time nurses over three years. Per diems will also now be eligible for 
extra shift bonuses (see below). We were also able to get AMR to agree to make per diems eligible for the 
sign-on bonus if they agree to take a full-time position (see below on sign-on bonus). 

 
INCREASED SHIFT DIFFERENTIALS: 
 

• Night shift differential increased by $1.00 to $4.00 per hour 
• Weekend differential increased by $1.00 to $4.00 per hour 
• Nurse Trainer premium increased by $0.50 to $2.00 per hour 
• All changes effective January 2022 

 
IMPROVED EXTRA SHIFT BONUSES: 
 

• Extra shift bonuses DOUBLED to $200 for shifts less than 24 hours, and $400 for 24-hour shifts 
• Per diem nurses now eligible to receive extra shift bonuses after working four shifts in a month 
• Both changes effective January 2022 

 
IMPROVED HEALTH BENEFITS: 
 

• Effective January 2023, AMR pays 80% of health insurance premiums for all coverage levels (up from 75%) 
• Effective January 2023, more health plan choices, including PPO options 
• Beginning in 2023, benefits-eligible nurses will have more health plans to choose from, including PPO options, 

as well as high– and low-deductible plans, through Blue Cross Blue Shield and Kaiser Permanente. Your 
bargaining team looked closely at the new plans and there will be choices that are sufficiently similar to the 
current plans, as well as several new options. Significantly, we were able to get AMR to agree to increase the 
percentage of health premiums it pays from 75% to 80% for all coverage levels under the new plans. 

 
• For 2022, AMR will make HSA contributions for eligible employees of $500/750/1,000 (based on coverage) 
• Not everyone has been eligible for HSA contributions, but for those that have been, the contributions were 

set to expire at the end of 2021. AMR would not agree to continue making HSA contributions for all three 
years of the new contract but did agree to make contributions in 2022 only. The contributions will be: $500 
for employee-only coverage, $750 for employee plus one, and $1,000 for family coverage. 
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FASTER VACATION ACCRUAL: 
 

• You accrue more vacation time with fewer years of service 
• Effective January 2022, the vacation accrual schedule will be revised so that you earn more vacation time with 

fewer years of service. The maximum vacation accrual remains unchanged. The changes are shown below: 
 

Years  
(Current) 

Years  
(Revised for 2022) 

Vacation 
Accrued 

6 months 6 months 1 week 
1 year 1 year 2 weeks 
4 years 3 years 3 weeks 
8 years 6 years 4 weeks 
12+ years 9+ years 5 weeks 

 
 
INCREASED UNIFORM REIMBURSEMENT: 
 

• Total allowance increased to $225 (up from $150) 
• You no longer have to purchase and submit for reimbursement in the month of your hire date 
• Effective January 2022, nurses may be reimbursed up to $225 for equipment, uniforms, and footwear. 

Receipts must be submitted within 30 days of purchase instead of in the month of your hire date. 
 
ADDITIONAL HOLIDAY: 
 

• Juneteenth (June 19) added to holidays, effective 2022 
 
RECOGNITION FOR EXPERIENCE: 
 

• Clarifies new hires will receive credit for experience in specific hospital units and ground or air critical care 
transport, effective January 2022 

• The current contract language is slightly unclear about when prior experience is credited for placing new hires 
on the wage scale. It also doesn’t include critical care transport in the list of types of prior experience that are 
credited. This change will bring some clarity and correct the omission of critical care transport. New hires will 
receive credit for experience working in a hospital emergency department, intensive care unit, and critical 
care unit, as well as ground or air critical care transport. 

 
NURSE PRACTICE AND CONFERENCE COMMITTEE: 
 

• Adds requirement for the Nurse Practice and Conference Committee (NPCC) to meet at least twice per year 
• The NPCC’s purpose is to discuss issues relating to the contract, AMR policies and practices, and health and 

safety. Currently, there is no minimum number of meetings, so the NPCC can go an entire year without 
meeting. Effective for 2022, the NPCC must meet at least twice per year, but it can meet more frequently by 
mutual agreement. This change ensures that we have an opportunity to discuss how well various practices 
are working and what improvements may be needed, particularly around health and safety concerns. As a 
reminder: up to two nurses will be paid for time spent in NPCC meetings. We encourage anyone interested to 
serve on the NPCC. 
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OTHER CHANGES: 
 

• WSNA will give AMR 60 days’ notice of any change to dues.  
• WSNA generally provides at least this much notice anyway but is now committing to provide it in the contract. 

 
SIGN-ON BONUS (SEPARATE AGREEMENT): 
 

• AMR will offer a $15,000 sign-on bonus to new full-time nurses 
• The bonus will be paid in four installments over a nurse’s first two years at AMR, with no payback requirement. 
• Per diem nurses will be eligible to receive a sign-on bonus if they take a full-time position. 
• AMR will continue the sign-on bonus program until at least July 1, 2022, and after that may choose to suspend 

or end the program with 60 days’ notice to WSNA. 
 
REFERRAL BONUS (SEPARATE AGREEMENT): 
 

• All nurses are eligible for a referral bonus for each full-time, part-time, or per diem nurse they refer to AMR 
• The bonus is $3,000 for referring a full-time nurse, paid in two installments—half when a referral is hired and 

half when they pass probation. 
• The bonus is $1,000 for referring a part-time or per diem nurse, also paid in two installments—half when a 

referral is hired and half when they complete six months of employment or twelve shifts, whichever is later. 
• There is no limit on how many referrals a single employee can make. 
• AMR will continue the referral bonus program until at least July 1, 2022, and after that may choose to suspend 

or end the program with 60 days’ notice to WSNA. 
 
SOME MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS YOUR BARGAINING TEAM FOUGHT OFF: 
 

• AMR proposed charging WSNA a $250 fee to change the amount of dues 
• AMR proposed eliminating its contributions for vision insurance premiums 

 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT! 

Chris Marshall, RN  Ed Zercher, WSNA Nurse Representative 
Heidi Odupitan, RN  Jacob Harksen, WSNA Attorney  


